
 

 

E. Cuniculi in Rabbits  

 

What is E. cuniculi?  

E. cuniculi (Encephalitozoon cuniculi) is a parasite which damages the brain, 

kidneys, and other major organs in rabbits. The parasite can spread during 

pregnancy or via urine, usually from contaminated food and water sources.  

 

What clinical signs are seen in rabbits infected with E. cuniculi?  

Clinical signs can vary significantly and could include:  

-Asymptomatic: no noticeable signs in the rabbit   

-Eye disease: cataracts, lens rupture, uveitis (typically seen in young rabbits 

affected during pregnancy)  

-Renal disease: Increased drinking, increased urinating, weight loss, reduced 

appetite 

-Neurological disease: head tilt, weakness, urinary in continence, tremors, 

seizures 

- Gastrointestinal: secondary gut stasis, reduced appetite, reduced faecal output  

 

 

 

 



How is E. cuniculi diagnosed?  

In the majority of cases E. cuniculi can be diagnosed in consult based on clinical 

examination by your vet. A blood test can also be performed to show if your 

rabbit has been exposed to the parasite.  

 

How can E. cuniculi be treated?  

E. cuniculi can be a very seriously disease and potentially fatal if not treated 

promptly.  

Treatment involves giving a 28-day course of an anti-parasitic medication such as 

a fenbendazole.  

If your rabbit has developed other symptoms such as a reduced appetite 

additional supportive medication may also be required.  

 

What is the prognosis for my rabbit?  

If your rabbit is only showing mild signs and is treated promptly the outlook is 

very good.  

However, even after treatment in cases with more serious signs, permanent 

complications such as a persistent head tilt can be seen. Unfortunately, in rabbits 

with severe disease and significant organ damage the condition can be fatal.  

 

Can E. cuniculi spread to humans?  

Although the risk of spread is low, this parasite can cause disease in people 

especially if you are immunosuppressed. We would always advise speaking to 

your GP for advice regarding this disease.   

 

 


